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Abstract—In this paper, we describe a novel technique that helps a modeler gain insight into the dynamic behavior of a complex stochastic discrete event simulation model based on trace analysis. We propose algorithms to distinguish progressive from repetitive behavior in a trace and to extract a minimal progressive fragment of a trace. The implied combinatorial optimization problem for trace reduction is solved in linear time with dynamic programming. We present and compare several approximate and one exact solution method. Information on the reduction operation as well as the reduced trace itself helps a modeler to recognize the presence of certain errors and to identify their cause. We track down a subtle modeling error in a dependability model of a multi-class server system to illustrate the effectiveness of our approach in revealing the cause of an observed effect. The proposed technique has been implemented and integrated in Traviando, a trace analyzer to debug stochastic simulation models.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Debugging software is often the tedious task of executing a program and following a sequence of program statements or events that change the state of a program to see if anything happens other than what is expected. If one logs such an execution as a sequence of states and state changes caused by events, then this is the notion of trace we consider in this paper. While most algorithms perform a sequence of operations for a given input to come up with some calculated output, certain kinds of software iterate in a cyclic manner; examples include reactive systems that keep running and wait for a stimulus to start some calculations, like server software, communication protocols, control software, be it running with a simulated or a real environment to interact with.

In this paper, we consider traces generated from running a simulation in a simulation framework for a given stochastic discrete event system model, for instance for a dependability or performance evaluation of a system. However, we believe that the characteristics seen in those traces, namely that certain states are repeatedly reached and a somewhat cyclic behavior, are expected to appear for other types of software as well. In particular, we expect this for control software that is evaluated as software-in-the-loop, since a controller can be seen as a finite automaton that implements a particular rule set to control some system.

A simulation program can be developed with any common programming language from scratch, however, presently it is usually derived with the help of some modeling framework that provides a simulation library and a modeler describes a simulation model with information on what constitutes the state of a model and a set of events that may change that state. Simulation comes with few restrictions so the real crux in simulation modeling is not to obtain numbers as results but to achieve valid results. The task of verification and validation of a simulation model requires a modeler to check that the implementation matches its specification as given by the conceptual model (usually termed verification in this context) and that the model behavior matches the behavior of the system under study (usually termed validation in that context) [19]. Sadowski [17] discusses a number of pitfalls in simulation modeling and gives advice on how to avoid them. In particular, she recommends to review a model and other deliverables early and often and recommends a structured walk-through with colleagues and clients as ideal to discover errors in models. Krahl’s tutorial on debugging simulation models gives further hands-on advice from a practitioner’s point of view in [13]. A common technique is to modify the model itself to reveal a particular behavior, this includes reduction or partition of the model and to analyze parts as well as modification of rates, timings, and priorities to see certain dynamics happen. In addition, a modeler often enhances the model by assertions added to the simulation code, that are checked at runtime and do not contribute to the model itself but help to recognize the presence of errors. Assertions are limited to safety properties that can be checked as a particular statement in code; they require a modeler to be aware of such properties, to be able to express them in the input language of a simulator and to do this in a manual way. Complementarily to enhancements of a simulation model, simulators like Arena [8] and Automod [1], among others, provide support for animation to check face validity of a model plus debugging functionality as known from software development in general, i.e., step by step computation, breakpoints, inspecting variables and data structures.
This is all valuable and useful and in addition one can also document what happens in a simulation run by writing a trace. Analysis of simulation traces is usually described as a tedious step by step control of what a simulator does [13, 14]. However, an automated trace analysis takes place in many other fields. For instance in runtime verification, monitoring software reads a trace to diagnose problems, apply model checking, or statistical hypothesis testing on the fly, as supported for instance by the MaC analyzer [18]. However, in tracing a simulation model, a modeler finds himself in the situation where it is unclear what properties to ask to be checked by a model checker or what hypothesis to test. This is the situation for which we want to provide support. In modeling for performance and dependability studies, we observed that models are often built from components that return to states repeatedly, e.g., a work load generator typically loops between a load generation phase and an idle phase, a server loops between different stages of service and an idle stage, a dependable subsystem may cycle between different levels of operation, failure and repair stages. Given that simulation is used to feed a statistic analysis with a set of samples, and if more than one sample is generated from a single run, it is likely that the model loops through a potentially large set of states but may occasionally visit certain states again. Thus, cyclic behavior is an expected, “good” behavior, while certain errors may disturb that. For example, events that make irregular changes to state variables such that there is no inverse/reverse operation in the model, or a partial deadlock in an open process interaction model, where newly arriving entities create events but certain entities never depart. So, the non-returning, progressing part of a trace may deserve particular attention.

In this paper, we discuss how to automatically identify and remove repetition from a simulation trace. The resulting fragment sheds light on how a simulation progresses. The technical contribution of this paper is in the description and evaluation of heuristic and exact methods to extract and remove repetitive fragments from a trace. In particular we derive a linear time algorithm that gives a maximal reduction and that is novel to the best of our knowledge. We also describe two simple approximate algorithms for trace reduction. We propose to make use of cycle detection and reduction for the following purposes:

1. to obtain a graph that shows how the length of the minimal progressive fragment evolves with the length of the trace (the prefix considered for reduction). A visual inspection of that function often helps to recognize irregularities and pinpoint parts of a trace that deserve a closer look.
2. if a particular state of interest is found, a trace reduction helps to extract those events that are necessary to reach that state. This information reduction can be massive and simplifies tracking the cause of the effect that is observed at that state of interest.
3. to detect a set of cycles and to analyze their properties (which is not in the focus of this paper).

Obviously, a trace reduction by removing cycles preserves only those erroneous events that have no inverse counterpart. Formally, these can be seen as safety properties that once “something bad has happened” the system (the model) cannot overcome that bad situation in its future behavior. For this type of error, we consider our trace reduction approach a useful addition to the existing set of debugging techniques. The approach (cycle reduction as well as cycle visualization) is implemented in Traviando [11], a trace analyzer that tracks performance figures, provides statistical evaluation of timed and untimed traces as well as model checking functionality.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives basic definitions and states the sequence reduction problem. Section 3 describes how to debug a dependability model of a server with two classes and failure and repair to motivate the subsequent effort for reduction algorithms. Section 4 describes an exact algorithm that yields an optimal reduction. Section 5 describes approximate algorithms. Section 6 evaluates those algorithms with the help of several examples. Section 7 details ways to use the results of the exact algorithm - the length of the minimal progressive fragment - to recognize and detect errors in models. We conclude in Section 8.

### 2 Definitions

A trace is a sequence \( \sigma = s_0e_1s_1 \dots e_n s_n \) of states \( s_0, \ldots, s_n \in S \) and events \( e_1, \ldots, e_n \in E \) over some (finite or infinite) sets \( S, E \) for an arbitrary but fixed \( n \in \mathbb{N} \). For elements of \( S \), we assume an equivalence relation denoted by “=”. The length of \( \sigma = s_0e_1s_1 \ldots s_n \) is defined as \( |\sigma| = n = \# \text{events} \). Let \( \sigma_i = s_0e_1 \ldots s_i \) denote the prefix of length \( i \) of a trace \( \sigma \), \( 0 \leq i \leq n \).

The concatenation \( \circ \) of two sequences \( \sigma = s_0e_1s_1 \ldots s_n \) and \( \sigma' = s'_0e'_1s'_1 \ldots s'_m \) where \( s_n = s'_0 \) is defined as \( \sigma \circ \sigma' = s_0e_1s_1 \ldots s_i e'_1 s'_1 \ldots s'_m \). For \( \sigma = s_0e_1s_1 \ldots s_n \), we define a projection \( \text{proj}(\sigma, \{i_0, \ldots, i_m\}) = s_{i_0} e_{i_1} \ldots s_{i_m} \) that selects a subset of states and events from \( \sigma \) and retains elements in the same order as in \( \sigma \); it selects states with index set \( \{i_0, \ldots, i_m\} \subseteq \{0, \ldots, n\} \), events with index set \( \{i_1, \ldots, i_m\} \subseteq \{0, \ldots, n\} \) and yields a sequence. We denote the special case of a substring by \( \text{sub}(\sigma, i, j) = \text{proj}(\sigma, \{i, i + 1, \ldots, j\}) = s_i e_{i + 1} \ldots s_j \). A cycle is a substring \( \text{sub}(\sigma, l, u) \) with \( l < u \) and \( s_l = s_u \). We use the notation \([l, u] \) for a cycle in \( \sigma \). A cycle \([l, u] \) is elementary if \( s_l \neq s_k \) for \( l < k < u \). Let \( C_{\text{all}} = \{[l, u] \mid 0 \leq l < u \leq n, s_l = s_u\} \) be the set of all cycles of \( \sigma \). For all \( l \) and \( k \) in \( C_{\text{all}} \), let \( l \neq k \) be the set of all elementary cycles. Two cycles \([l_1, u_1]\) and \([l_2, u_2]\) are non-overlapping if \( (u_1 \leq l_2) \lor (u_2 \leq l_1) \), i.e., they are at most adjacent; a set of cycles is non-overlapping if any pair of its elements is non-overlapping.

We use the notion of cycles to define a reduction operation. Let \( C' = \{[l_i, u_i] \mid 1 \leq i \leq k\} \) be a set of cycles of \( \sigma \), we define a reduction \( \text{red}(\sigma, C') = \text{proj}(\sigma, \{0, \ldots, n\}) \setminus \bigcup_{i=1}^{k} \{l_i + 1, l_i + 2, \ldots, u_i\} \). If \( C' \) is a set of non-overlapping
Definition 1. The sequence reduction problem (SRP) is the problem to determine a set of non-overlapping cycles $C^* \subseteq C$ for $\sigma$, such that $\text{red}(\sigma, C^*)$ is of minimal length.

Let $SRP(\sigma) = C^*$ denote the solution of SRP for a particular $\sigma$ and $\sigma^* = \text{red}(\sigma, C^*)$. Note that $SRP(\sigma)$ is not necessarily unique; multiple solutions may exist that yield reduced traces of same length.

We restrict SRP to select only non-overlapping cycles and we need to discuss the reason for this restriction. Let $c_1 = [l_1, u_1]$, $c_2 = [l_2, u_2]$, $c_1 \neq c_2$ be two cycles in $\sigma$. If these are non-overlapping, then we can remove both cycles from $\sigma$ in any order $\text{red}(\sigma, \{c_1, c_2\}) = \text{red}(\text{red}(\sigma, \{c_1\}), \{c_2\})$ with $i, j \in \{1, 2\}$, $i \neq j$ and yield the same reduced trace. If the cycles are overlapping and nested, e.g., $c_2$ is nested in $c_1$, $l_1 \leq l_2 < u_2 \leq u_1$ then we can only remove $c_2$ before $c_1$ and $\text{red}(\sigma, \{c_1, c_2\}) = \text{red}(\text{red}(\sigma, \{c_2\}), \{c_1\}) = \text{red}(\sigma, \{c_1\})$. Obviously, there is no need for a nested cycle like $c_2$ in $C^*$ if $c_1 \in C^*$.

Finally, if $c_1$ and $c_2$ overlap, i.e., $(l_1 < u_2) \land (l_2 < u_1)$, then removing both cycles from $\sigma$ would leave us with a transition $s_i, e_{u_j+1} s_{u_j+1}$ in the resulting sequence (if $u_j < n$, where $l_i = \min(l_1, l_2), u_j = \max(u_1, u_2)$. If the cycles are not nested, such a transition is not present in $\sigma$ and would introduce new dynamic behavior, which is contrary to the idea that the reduction operation should yield a reduced, yet possible trace for a given model. In summary, selecting only non-overlapping cycles for the solution of SRP is natural for the reduction operation we are interested in.

We also restricted SRP to focus on elementary cycles $C$. The reason for this is that for any non-elementary cycle $[l, u] \in \sigma$ there exists a sequence of $m > 1$ elementary and non-overlapping cycles $[l, u_1], [l_2, u_2], \ldots, [l_m, u_m]$ in $\sigma$ with $l = l_1, u = u_m$ and $s_1 = s_{u_1} = s_{u_2} = \cdots = s_{u_m} = s_{u_m} = s_u$ that describes the same substring of $\sigma$, i.e., $\text{sub}(\sigma, l, u) = \text{sub}(\sigma, l_1, u_1) \circ \text{sub}(\sigma, l_2, u_2) \cdots \circ \text{sub}(\sigma, l_m, u_m)$. Consequently, restricting SRP to elementary cycles will give us the same amount of reduction as we could obtain with non-elementary cycles for the price of a set $C^*$ that may have a larger cardinality than one with non-elementary cycles. We see two advantages of this restriction, the one is $|C| \leq |C_{\text{all}}|$, the other is that for any state $s_u$ in $\sigma$ there is at most one elementary cycle $[l, u]$ that ends at $s_u$. The latter will be beneficial to develop a recursive solution to SRP.

To measure the reduction we can achieve on $\sigma$, we define the following function.

Definition 2. For a trace $\sigma$, we define $p_\sigma(i) = |\text{red}(\sigma_i, \text{SRP}(\sigma_i))|$ as the progress of $\sigma$.

$p_\sigma(i)$ is well-defined since the length $|\text{red}(\sigma_i, \text{SRP}(\sigma_i))|$ that is achieved by a maximal reduction is unique even if $\text{SRP}(\sigma_i)$ has several solutions.

Table 1 illustrates the concept for an example trace $\sigma$ with $S$ being capital letters, $E = \{e\}$ and $C = \{2, 4, 3, 9, 5, 7, 8, 11\}$. Column $i$ identifies which prefix $\sigma_i$ of $\sigma$ is considered, column $\text{SRP}(\sigma_i)$ gives the corresponding solution of SRP, column $\sigma_i^*$ shows the reduced trace and column $p_\sigma(i)$ gives the amount of reduction, e.g., in line $i = 4$, we consider prefix $\sigma_4 = A_0 e B_1 e C_2 e D_3 e C_4$ and remove cycle $[2, 4]$ to achieve the reduced prefix $A_0 e B_1 e C_2$, which has length $p_\sigma(4) = 2$. The table also shows that $\text{SRP}(\sigma_{i+1})$ does not necessarily contain $\text{SRP}(\sigma_i)$, (lines for $i = 8$ and 10). Nevertheless, $\text{SRP}(\sigma_{i+1})$ could use a solution of...
SRP is a selection problem that selects a particular set by nature. So classical algorithms like [16, 20] do not solve SRP; nevertheless it is straightforward to adapt them to compute an approximate solution of SRP. We demonstrate this for the algorithm of Nivasch [16] in Section 5. The drawback is that the approximation error is unknown. With the help of our exact algorithm we are able to measure the approximation error of approximate algorithms. We do so for the two approximate algorithms we describe in Section 5 with a set of examples we evaluate in Section 6.

There is also work on interval graphs, e.g. [7], which considers graphs whose vertices can be mapped to distinct intervals in the real line such that the vertices in the graph have an edge between them if and only if their corresponding intervals overlap. However, the problems that have been considered in that area (to the best of our knowledge) did not match SRP, e.g., the minimum cover problem for node-weighted interval graphs considers the problem to find a subset of intervals (with smallest sum of weights) from a given set of intervals with smallest value $l_{min}$ and largest value $u_{max}$ such that the subset covers $[l_{min}, u_{max}]$. [7]. So, an overlap of intervals is acceptable although not preferred (minimum sum of weights) in that context, while in SRP intervals need to be non-overlapping.

At this point, we formulated the problem that we address. We claim that in some stochastic dependability models, such cycles are indeed present (we give evidence of that with the help of several examples in Sections 3 and 6) and that we also observed $|C_{all}| >> |C|$ (we show this effect for the example discussed in Section 3). We present an application example to motivate our approach before we discuss algorithmic solutions for SRP.

### 3 An Example Dependability Model

We consider a dependability model of a server that is subject to failure and repair. Let failures happen mainly due to software failures and be handled by rebooting the system and restarting tasks that are performed. The model is a closed queueing model with two customer classes A and B and corresponding finite population $N(A)$ and $N(B)$. Class B is used to describe “normal” customers that give the baseline utilization. For customers of class A, we want to measure the probability that their service takes place without failures and in a timely manner to accommodate certain service level agreements for quality of service. We do not provide further details of the timing because we will focus on debugging a corresponding simulation model which we develop with Möbius [4]. We choose the Möbius’ SAN formalism to model each aspect of our system individually and the composition operation that is based on shared variables to join the individual atomic models into an overall model. Figure 1 shows the compositional structure of the model. The FullModel combines a CompleteServer submodel of the server with submodels UserA and UserB, which describe the user behavior. Users interact with the server by changing values of variables.
for the occupation of input and output buffers at the server. Those variables are shared via the FullModel. The CompleteServer submodel encapsulates how a service is performed and a submodel failureAndRepair that models availability of the server. The failure and repair model describes a cyclic behavior and switches between “available” and “failed” states to indicate the status of the server. It shares its boolean state variables “avail” and “failed” with the server model. The server models a queue with random scheduling and no preemption for two customer classes. If a customer is served when a failure occurs, its service is interrupted and it is positioned back into the queue. Its service time is not memorized. Customers cycle between the server and their own class-dependent submodel that delays them for a thinktime. A simulation run reveals measures that in the long run deviate from what is expected. For instance, the throughput of class $B$ is slightly too low, for $A$ slightly too high. At one point, we suspect that the model contains an error. Möbius allows us to generate a trace where variable settings yield state information and changes yield events. So we downscale the model, as a first try with respect to populations $N(A) = 1$ and $N(B) = 1$, to check what happens and generate a trace $\sigma$. Following a simple pragmatic heuristic, we created a trace with a few thousand states, here with $n = 5473$ events, with the hope to cover relevant behavior for a model of this size and timing characteristics.

Fig. 1. Composed Model

Fig. 2. Number of occurrences of states

Cycles do exist. Before we address how to find the error by cycle reduction, let us observe to what extent cycles are indeed present in the trace. Figure 2 gives the number of occurrences for certain states in $\sigma$. States are ordered by decreasing number of occurrences. For instance, the first state in the figure occurs 339 times in $\sigma$. The impact on the cardinality of $C_{all}$ is significant. If a state occurs $k$ times, that state alone generates $k \cdot (k-1)/2$ elements of $C_{all}$. The calculation reflects the number of possible selections of two states among $k$ states where permutations count only once. For $k = 339$, that state contributes 57291 intervals to $C_{all}$, 338 to $C$. Note that from a conceptual point of view the presence of cycles is natural in dependability and performability models with failure and repair. This model is a set of finite submodels that communicate via shared state variables. The behavior of each submodel is cyclic or repetitive, and we are interested in the behavior of the composed model with respect to the timing of certain events.

Fig. 3. Length of trace after cycle reduction as a function of $|\sigma| = n$

Fig. 4. State right after erroneous event
Searching for errors. Working with cycle reduction has two features that we consider useful. One helps us to recognize if a certain type of error is present in $\sigma$, the other helps us to identify whether events are used to reach a particular state of interest. Traviando [11] is a trace visualization and analysis tool that supports the cycle reduction we propose. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of $p_\sigma(i)$ for $0 \leq i \leq n$. The initial part of the plot shows that the model proceeds and returns to states in a cyclic manner for the first 3500 events, then an event creates a state change that does make a permanent difference, after which the model proceeds and returns to states in a similar cyclic manner. However that particular state change is never taken back. Fig. 3 tells us that this trace contains behavior that is irregular and also where to look for it, namely around the 3514-th event where the switch took place. Traviando provides information to recognize if a certain type of error is present in $\sigma$ for all $0 \leq i \leq n$. The initial part of the plot shows that the model has increased by 1, which violates that the model has an invariant customer population for customers of class A. To search for its cause, we can either track back the changes looking at $\sigma$ or at $\sigma^*$. For this example, $\sigma^*$ is preferred since $|\sigma^*| = 7$. With those few states and events and a trace analyzer tool like Traviando, it is immediate to recognize the root of the error. Figure 5 shows Traviando’s visualization of $\sigma^*$ as a variant of a message sequence chart (MSC) with one MSC process per submodel, dots on the lifeline of a process indicate local actions, undirected horizontal lines connecting several processes show joint actions. With this information, we realize that the reason is an unwanted side effect of the action that puts a customer of type B back into the queue if the server fails while serving a customer of class B; the resulting state has a value of 2 for the number of customers of class A that wait for the server (variable $\text{IV1\_AWaitsForServer}$ for process FullModel in Fig. 4, variables are highlighted if they change value from the last state selected to the one currently shown). The error was induced when we extended the model from one customer class to two customer classes. When we fix the error, the corrected model creates traces that give a plot of $p_\sigma(i)$ as in the initial part of the one in Fig. 3.

In what follows, we investigate algorithms for an exact or approximate solution of SRP to support this way of debugging stochastic models.

4 Exact Solution of SRP

In this section, we describe an exact linear time algorithm for SRP that is based on the following observations. An optimal solution $C^*$ is a sequence of non-overlapping cycles. Let $C^* = \{[l_1, u_1], \ldots, [l_m, u_m]\}$ be ordered such that $u_{c-1} < u_c$ for $1 < c \leq m$ (we will use $c$ as an index for cycles, $i$ as an index for states in $\sigma$). Note that $u_{c-1} \neq u_c$ since cycles do not overlap. If we select a cycle $[l_c, u_c] \in C^*$ then $\{[l_1, u_1], \ldots, [l_{c-1}, u_{c-1}]\}$ is an optimal solution for $s_0, \ldots, s_{l_c}$ and $\{[l_{c+1}, u_{c+1}], \ldots, [l_m, u_m]\}$ is an optimal solution for $s_{u_c}, \ldots, s_n$. If we focus on the former, then the optimal solution on $s_0, \ldots, s_{l_c}$ is a subproblem that has an optimal solution on a set of cycles $[l_j, u_j] \in C$ with $u_j \leq l_c$. This observation helps us to sequentially solve a sequence of SRP problems for sequences $\sigma_i$ for $0 \leq i < n$. We obtain a recursive procedure to solve SRP for $\sigma$ and subsequently employ a dynamic programming approach based on a Bellman equation [3]. Note that for elementary cycles, for all $0 \leq i \leq n$ there is at most one $[l, u] \in C$ with $u = l$.

1. We also investigated the possibility of a binary partitioning strategy but did not get a better result.
Case a2: $0 \leq \text{SRP}(l, n)  \
\text{and proceeds with overlapping, because in the second case, the recursion reduction is maximal), which we do by contradiction.}

The first property is straightforward. We see that only the second case adds elements to set $\text{SRP}(\sigma_i)$ and since $[l, n] \in C$, the resulting set contains only elementary cycles. Furthermore, the resulting set $\text{SRP}(\sigma_i)$ is non-overlapping, because in the second case, the recursion proceeds with $\sigma_i$ so cycles added to the solution in the recursion do not overlap with $[l, n]$, and the third case only applies if no cycle is added.

It remains to prove the second property (the reduction is maximal), which we do by contradiction. Let $\sigma$ be a counterexample with smallest possible $n > 0$ such that there is a set $\tilde{C} \subseteq C$ with $|\text{red}(\sigma_i, \tilde{C})| < |\text{red}(\sigma_i, \text{SRP}(\sigma_i))|$. Since $n$ is the smallest possible value, this implies $\text{SRP}(\sigma_i)$ for $0 < i < n$ is a correct solution of SRP for $\sigma_i$. We consider the last state $s_n$ in $\sigma$ and two cases: a) there exists a cycle $c = [l, n] \in \tilde{C}$ and b) such a cycle does not exist.

Case a)

If $c$ exists, we distinguish four cases based on whether $c$ is an element of $\text{SRP}(\sigma_n)$ and/or $\tilde{C}$ or not.

Case a1: $c \in \text{SRP}(\sigma_n)$ and $c \in \tilde{C}$

This implies $|\text{red}(\sigma_n, \{l, n\})| = \sigma_1$ and hence $|\text{red}(\sigma_i, \text{SRP}(\sigma_i))| = \sigma_1$. Since $n$ is the smallest possible value, $\text{SRP}(\sigma_i)$ is correct and $|\text{red}(\sigma_i, \text{SRP}(\sigma_i))| \leq |\text{red}(\sigma_i, \{l, n\})| = |\text{red}(\sigma_i, \tilde{C})|$ which contradicts our assumption that $\tilde{C}$ yields a shorter trace.

Case a2: $c \in \text{SRP}(\sigma_n)$ and $c \notin \tilde{C}$

$\tilde{C} \subseteq C$, $c$ is an elementary cycle and $c$ is the only elementary cycle that ends at $s_n$. So if $c \notin \tilde{C}$, then $s_n$ remains and must be the last state of $\text{red}(\sigma_n, \tilde{C})$. So $|\text{red}(\sigma_n, \tilde{C})| = |\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \tilde{C})| + 1$. However, $c \in \text{SRP}(\sigma_n)$, which implies $|\text{red}(\sigma_n, \text{SRP}(\sigma_i))| = |\text{red}(\sigma_i, \text{SRP}(\sigma_i))|$. $c$ is added to $\text{SRP}(\sigma_n)$ only if $a \leq b + 1$, i.e., $|\text{red}(\sigma_n, \text{SRP}(\sigma_i))| \leq |\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \text{SRP}(\sigma_n-1))| + 1$. Since $\text{SRP}(\sigma_n-1)$ is correct, $|\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \text{SRP}(\sigma_n-1))| \leq |\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \tilde{C})|$ which if put altogether contradicts our assumption that $\tilde{C}$ yields a shorter trace.

Case a3: $c \notin \text{SRP}(\sigma_n)$ and $c \in \tilde{C}$

$c \notin \text{SRP}(\sigma_n)$ implies that $|\text{red}(\sigma_n, \text{SRP}(\sigma_n))| = |\text{red}(\sigma_n, \text{SRP}(\sigma_n-1))| = |\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \text{SRP}(\sigma_n-1))| + 1$ and $\text{SRP}(\sigma_n)$ is correctly given. However, $|\text{red}(\sigma_n, \tilde{C})| = |\text{red}(\sigma_i, \tilde{C}\{l, n\})| \geq |\text{red}(\sigma_i, \text{SRP}(\sigma_i))| + 1$, where the first inequality is true because we assumed $n$ is minimal and the second is implied by the condition for $c \notin \text{SRP}(\sigma_n)$ in Def. 3.

Case a4: $c \notin \text{SRP}(\sigma_n)$ and $c \notin \tilde{C}$

Since $c$ is the only cycle that ends at $n$, $c \notin \text{SRP}(\sigma_n)$ and $c \notin \tilde{C}$, there is no other way to remove $s_n$ from $\sigma$, so it has to remain and $|\text{red}(\sigma_n, \text{SRP}(\sigma_n))| = |\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \text{SRP}(\sigma_n-1))| + 1$ and $|\text{red}(\sigma_n, \tilde{C})| = |\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \tilde{C})| + 1$. But since $\text{SRP}(\sigma_n-1)$ is correct, we have $|\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \text{SRP}(\sigma_n-1))| + 1 \leq |\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \tilde{C})| + 1$ which contradicts our assumption.

Case b)

If there is no cycle $[l, n]$, then the last state $s_n$ cannot be removed and remains in the reduced sequence independently on the selection of $C'$. Hence $|\text{red}(\sigma_n, \text{SRP}(\sigma_n))| = |\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \text{SRP}(\sigma_n-1))| + 1$ and $|\text{red}(\sigma_n, \tilde{C})| = |\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \tilde{C})| + 1$. But since $\text{SRP}(\sigma_n-1)$ is correct, we have $|\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \text{SRP}(\sigma_n-1))| + 1 \leq |\text{red}(\sigma_n-1, \tilde{C})| + 1$ which contradicts our assumption.

In summary, there is no way the assumed $\tilde{C}$ can exist.

---

**Fig. 6. Algorithm AOPT**

Fig. 6 gives a detailed pseudocode description of an iterative algorithm AOPT that implements $\text{SRP}(\sigma_n)$ of Def. 3 and avoids the recursion. It computes $C' = C^*$ and $\sigma' = \text{red}(\sigma, C')$. AOPT iterates through states $s_i \in \sigma$ in a forward manner (lines 2-17) and adds $s_i$ to a hash map $h$ (line 17) to be able to identify cycles (line 3). In order to consider elementary cycles, the index of a state $s_i$ in $h$ is updated to the new value $i$ if a cycle is found that ends in $s_i$ (line 15) to prepare for the next time that state may be seen again. So AOPT visits all cycles in $C$ in an
ordered sequence of increasing values \( u_c \) when \( i = u_c \), and for each cycle \([l_c, u_c]\) we base our decision whether to consider it for the optimal solution of SRP for \( \sigma_{u_c} \) by comparing the optimal solution for \( \sigma_{u_c-1} \) with the reduction achieved by the optimal solution for \( \sigma_i \) plus the contribution of \([l_c, u_c]\) in line 8. We memorize the better variant of the two as a solution of \( \sigma_{u_c} \). AOPT uses four arrays \((l, u, w, p)\) and one hash map \( h \) as data structures. Let \( C \) be ordered such that \( u_{c-1} < u_c \) then AOPT stores the \( c \)-th elementary cycle \([l_c, u_c]\) of \( \sigma \) in \( l[c] = l_c, u[c] = u_c \). Note that \( |\text{red}(\sigma_i, \text{SRP}(\sigma_i))| = i - \sum_{j \in \text{SRP}(\sigma_i)} u_j - l_j \), since the cycles in \( \text{SRP}(\sigma_i) \) are non-overlapping. Entry \( w[c] = \sum_{j \in \text{SRP}(\sigma_i)} u_j - l_j \) stores how many states can be removed and the optional step in line 18 derives \( p_o(i) \) with the help of \( w[c] \). Note that the entry \((l[c], k)\) obtained from \( h \) in line 7 is used to make sure that we select the corresponding cycle with index \( k \) that is closest to \( l_c \) such that \( u_k \leq l_c \). Entries in \( p[l] \) form chains of downward references towards 0. Together with entries of \( w[l] \), they characterize elements of \( C^* \) for the sequence of SRP problems for sequences \( \sigma_i \) for \( 0 \leq i \leq n \). Note that values of \( c \) only increase in that loop, let \( c_{\text{max}} \) denote the maximal value for \( c \) that we observe in AOPT, \((c = c_{\text{max}} \text{ when the for-loops in lines } 2-17 \text{ finishes after } i = n = |\sigma|)\). Hashmap \( h \) stores tuples \((s_i, (i, k))\) with \( s_i \) being key, \((i, k)\) being the value where \( k \) is the index of a cycle that \( s_i \) corresponds to in arrays \( l, u, w, p \). In line 15, an existing entry in \( h \) is updated, while in line 17 a new entry is added to \( h \).

For a detailed proof of the correctness of AOPT, we refer to [12]. The worst case time complexity of AOPT is in \( O(n) \) for \( |\sigma| = n \) if search, insert and change operations on a hash map are in \( O(1) \). The time complexity follows from the observation that \( n \) states are considered, \( c_{\text{max}} \leq n \) cycles are identified. The removal of at most \( c_{\text{max}} \) non-overlapping intervals in a decreasing order can be performed in \( O(n) \) with one iteration through the array of \( n \) states of \( \sigma \), e.g. by copying all remaining elements to a new array of length \( n - w[c_{\text{max}}] \) (if \( \sigma \) is stored in an array), or by removing a sequence of individual elements in decreasing order (if \( \sigma \) is stored in double linked list) with a total cost of one run through \( \sigma \). The optional computation of \( p_o(i) \) in line 18 lets us compute \( p_o(i) \) for \( 0 \leq i \leq n \) in \( O(n) \) as a byproduct of performing AOPT for \( \sigma \), which is better than a naive \( O(n^2) \) computation of \( p_o(i) \) for \( 0 \leq i \leq n \) that applies AOPT to each prefix of \( \sigma \) individually.

The space complexity is \( n(5 + \text{size}(s)) \) where \( \text{size}(s) \) is the space needed to represent a single state and integer in the hash map \( h \) and \( 5n \) reflects on the 4 integer arrays plus one hash map that are used. We assume that \( p_o(i) \) (line 18) does not take any additional space and values of \( p_o(i) \) are given as output as they are computed.

**Related Approaches.** SRP can be encoded by a directed acyclic graph with edge-weights such that the longest path in that graph yields the solution of SRP [15]. We only briefly sketch the concept because it is inferior to the presented approach. Let \( G = (V, E) \) be a directed graph with a set of nodes \( V = G \cup \{\perp\} \). \( C \) are the elementary cycles of a given trace \( \sigma \) and \( \perp \) is an extra artificial sink node where paths in \( G \) will end. The set of edges \( E \subseteq V \times V \) contains all tuples \( e = (v, v') \) with \( v = [l, u] \) and \( v' = [l', u'] \) where \( u \leq l' \) and all tuples \((v, \perp), v \in C \). An edge \( e = (v, v') \) has a weight \( w(e) = w([l, u], v') = u - l \) based on the length of the cycle encoded by the starting node \( v \). Note that 1) each path in the graph gives a sequence of non-overlapping elementary cycles and the sum of the weights of its edges gives the amount of reduction if those cycles are removed from \( \sigma \), and 2) the longest path will end in \( \perp \) since all nodes have an outgoing edge to \( \perp \). So we can compute the longest path in \( G \) to obtain an optimal solution \( C^* \) of SRP. Note that \( G \) is acyclic since for any \( v = [l, u] \) it holds \( l \leq u \) and for any edge \( e = ([l, u], [l', u']) \) it holds \( u \leq l' \), so values of \( l \) along a path need to increase and cannot repeat. Although efficient linear time algorithms are known for the computation of the longest path in directed acyclic edge-weighted graphs [21], our experimental findings indicated that the size of the graph (number of nodes and edges) makes this approach inefficient and we could not make it scale for long traces with a large number of cycles. The proposed algorithm AOPT is superior to this approach.

**5 Approximate Solution of SRP**

Since AOPT’s time complexity is linear and one cannot do less than reading input \( \sigma \) for an optimal reduction, we only look for approximate solutions of SRP that result in a valid reduction but not necessarily a maximal reduction of \( \sigma \) and that perform with at most same time complexity but less space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( AC(\sigma) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Algorithm to generate \( C' \subseteq C \).

It is fairly straightforward to come up with an algorithm that detects cycles and creates a set \( C' \subseteq C_{\text{all}} \). Fig. 7 gives the pseudocode of an algorithm that iterates through states in \( \sigma \), adds tuples \((s_i, i)\) to a hash map \( h \) with \( s_i \) being the key, \( i \) being the value of that mapping which is returned by getValue in line 4. The step in line 6 is optional. If it is performed, \( C' \) will contain elementary cycles only, due to the change of value for entry \((s_i, i)\) in \( h \) (as in AOPT). If it is skipped, \( C' \) may contain non-elementary cycles and in particular the largest non-elementary cycles in \( C_{\text{all}} \). Due to its simplicity, we do not...
formally prove termination and correctness. Based on $C'$, we obtain two approximate solutions of SRP.

The first solution is a greedy strategy that removes cycles by weight. Given $C'$, it sorts elements $[l, u]$ of $C'$ by weight $u - l$, iterates through $C'$ in decreasing order and successively removes cycles $[l, u]$ from $\sigma$ if possible, i.e. $\sigma = \text{sub}(\sigma, 0, l) \cup \text{sub}(\sigma, u, n)$ if both states $s_l$ and $s_u$ are still present in the current $\sigma$ (and none of them have been removed in a previous reduction). The time complexity is at least $O(n)$ for creating $C'$ and $O(|C'| \log(|C'|))$ for sorting $C'$. Hence, we consider this approach inferior to AOPT and do not investigate this algorithm any further.

The second strategy is a greedy strategy that selects cycles in the order of occurrence (first come first served), which we denote as AFCFS. It is an on-the-fly approach that runs through $\sigma$ from the beginning, creates a set $C'$ and removes cycles from $\sigma$ (and corresponding states from hashmap $h$) as soon as a cycle is identified. So we formally introduce $\sigma'$ to denote the reduced sequence.

\begin{verbatim}
AFCFS(\sigma)
0 i = c = 0; \sigma' = \sigma
1 h = empty hashmap;
2 while (i < |\sigma'|)
3 i++;
4 if (h contains $s_i$)
5 then \{for interval identified, remove
6 c = c + 1;
7 $l_i = \text{getValue}(h, s_i)$;
8 for $j = l_i + 1$ to $i - 1$ with stepsize 1
9 removeByValue(h, $j$);
10 $\sigma' = \text{red}(\sigma'^{-1}, \{[l_i, i]\});$
11 $C' = C' \cup \{[l_i, i]\}$;
12 i = $l_i$;
13 else
14 add(h, $s_i$, i);
15 return $\sigma', C'$;
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 8. Algorithm AFCFS

Due to the simplicity of the concept, we do not formally prove the approach. Compared to AOPT, AFCFS uses the same detection mechanism for cycles, but there is no need for arrays and we can reduce $\sigma$ and hashmap $h$ on-the-fly. Note that AFCFS identifies cycles that are either nested or non-overlapping. The obvious benefit is the immediate reduction of the space for $\sigma$ and $h$.

A third approach is based on the work of Nivasch [16], which focuses on the detection of cyclic functions (sequences). The main argument is that if a sequence becomes cyclic and repeats a certain loop over and over again, i.e. $\sigma = s_0, \ldots, s_i$ with $i < j < k$ such that $\text{sub}(\sigma, i, j) = \text{sub}(\sigma, j, k)$ then it is sufficient to focus on $s_m = \min\{s_l | l \leq j\}$ and there is a cycle $[s_m, s_{m+j-l}]$. We can define a total order on states to establish a minimum for a set of states in the following way. If $s_i = (s_{i0}, \ldots, s_{im})$ happens to be a vector where entries $s_{ij}$ have a total order, we define the following order for states: $s_i < s_j$ if $\exists k$ such that $s_{ik} = s_{jk}$ for $0 \leq l < k$ and $s_{ik} < s_{jk}$ for $k \leq m$, i.e., we use a lexicographic order.

Given such an order, a stack of states is sufficient to memorize the min value. Fig. 9 describes the algorithm in pseudocode and adapted to solve SRP. Nivasch’s approach is particularly dedicated to identify cyclic functions and to determine the cycle length, e.g., for random number generators, where it is very promising. Identical subsequences $\text{sub}(\sigma, i, j) = \text{sub}(\sigma, j, k)$ are naturally present in cyclic functions but this is not necessarily the case for traces obtained from simulation models. For SRP, ASTACK delivers a valid reduction but not necessarily an optimal solution. The algorithm makes use of a stack $q$ and a total order of states. The stack contains a sequence of states in a monotonically increasing order, function top($q$) reads the top element $(s_j, j)$ from stack $q$ but does not remove it, push and pop are the usual stack operations, state($s_j, j$) returns $s_j$, index($s_j, j$) returns $j$. For considerations with respect to correctness, time and space complexity details we refer to [16]. Analogously to the adaptation of Nivasch’s algorithm, one could adapt the algorithm by Sedgewick et al [20] which we do not follow here. As for AFCFS, ASTACK detects cycles that are either nested or non-overlapping.

\begin{verbatim}
ASTACK(\sigma)
0 q = empty stack; $\sigma' = \sigma; C' = \emptyset$
1 for $i = 0$ to $n$ with stepsize 1
2 while ($s_i \leq \text{state(top(q))}$)
3 pop(q) ;
4 if ($s_i = \text{state(top(q))}$)
5 then // interval found
6 $[l, u] = \{\text{index(top(q))}, i\}$
7 $C' = C' \cup \{[l, u]\}$
8 $\sigma' = \text{red}(\sigma', \{[l, u]\});$
9 else
10 push(q, ($s_i$, $i$));
11 return $\sigma', C'$;
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 9. Algorithm ASTACK

of states to an optimal solution. The algorithm by Sedgewick et al [20] which we do not follow here. As for AFCFS, ASTACK detects cycles that are either nested or non-overlapping.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we compare algorithms AOPT, AFCFS, ASTACK and the combined algorithm ACOMB, which denotes that AOPT is applied on the reduced output trace of ASTACK. The motivation for ACOMB is to use an approximate algorithm that is much lower in memory requirements than AOPT to reduce most of a trace and then apply the exact algorithm to squeeze remaining cycles out of the resulting sequence. Since the combination of AFCFS with AOPT did not yield any improvement in our experiments, we report only results for the combination of ASTACK and AOPT. All algorithms have been integrated in Traviando, such that we can make use of traces generated with three different modeling frameworks, namely Möbius [4], the APNN toolbox [5], and the ProC/B toolset [2]. Annotations in Table 2 relate modeling tools with example models.

Selection of Examples. We selected a number of examples from the literature to see how well the reduction applies in practice.
The Courier model refers to the Courier protocol model by Woodside and Li [22]. It is intended for performance analysis and generates a recurrent, finite Markov chain. It is a stochastic Petri net whose initial marking is chosen such that the model has a small state space and is expected to show a lot of cyclic behavior. Production cell denotes a large Petri net model by Heiner et al [6]. It considers the control of a production cell which consists of a rotating table, a robot with two arms, a press, a crane, and two transportation belts. The Petri net has 231 places, 202 transitions and generates a state space with more than a million states. We selected this model since the length of the state descriptor and the size of the state space makes it unlikely to observe many cycles. DinPhils refers to a model of the classical dining philosophers; it is a mere modeling exercise performed in the ProC/B toolset. Store refers to model of a storage area described in [10]. It is a ProC/B simulation model based on a process interaction approach. It models the transfer of goods into and out of a store by trucks that are allocated to ramps and that are loaded or unloaded with the help of forklifts that are manned with workers. It describes an open system. The state representation that is chosen is for the trace abstracts from certain details of the simulation model. In particular, identities of entities are incorporated only as attributes of actions. The model has a defect in the sense that it reaches a situation, where the loading/unloading operations are all blocked and the only remaining activities are arrivals of newly generated entities, resp. trucks (since it is an open model). Its traces give little room for reduction. Server refers to the Möbius model of a server with failure and repair that we discussed in Section 3. FaultyProc is a failure model of a fault tolerant processor that is part of a set of example models available with the Möbius distribution. Similar to this, Conveyor refers to a model of a conveyor belt that is described in a process algebra supported by Möbius. Database refers to a Möbius model of a database system.

In summary, we selected a set of models with significant variation in $|S|$, $|E|$, $|\sigma|$, the modeling formalism, the generating simulator, the application area, and whether an error is present or not. In this way, we try to avoid a bias from considering specially engineered examples.

**Achieved reduction.** Since only AOPT gives exact results and it is at this point unclear if ASTACK and AFCFS yield good reductions in practice, we evaluate the reduction capabilities of all three algorithms on a set of traces we generated from the set of examples and in different lengths. Note that traces of different lengths are obtained from separate and independent simulation runs and shorter traces of one model are not necessarily a prefix of a longer trace of the same model. Table 2 gives the resulting values for $\max \sum_{(i_l, u_i) \in C'} (u_i - l_i)$ for the calculated set $C'$ for algorithm AOPT in column 2, AFCFS in column 3, ASTACK in column 4, and results of the two phases of the combined algorithm separately, namely the reduction by ASTACK if applied first in column 4 and the reduction obtained by AOPT if applied to the output of ASTACK in 5. Note that the sum of values of columns 4 and 5 give the total reduction achieved by ACOMB. For example, AOPT achieves a value of 4938 in line 3, column 2 for model Courier with $|\sigma| = n = 5000$ that is $|\sigma^*| = 5000 - 4938 = 62$ and ASTACK gives a reduction of 4860 such that the combination of ASTACK and AOPT (sum of values in columns 4 and 5) gives 4926 = 4860 + 66 which almost yields the reduction achieved by AOPT alone. Since AOPT guarantees to achieve a maximal reduction for $\sigma$, it yields the maximal possible reduction values in the table. Column $n$ describes $|\sigma|$. Considering the reduction achieved by the different algorithms in Table 2, we observe a substantial reduction for all but the Store example. Store is a model of an open system where the population grows due to an internal deadlock for resource allocation and the absence of cycles indicates this problem. For other models, AOPT achieves a substantial reduction, so the cycles are indeed present, even in models like Production cell with a large state descriptor and a large state space. AFCFS often gets results that are equal or reasonably close. However, for the production cell we can recognize that the length $\sigma$ may have an influence as well, e.g., AFCFS does well for certain values of $n$ but not for others. ASTACK, if applied on its own (column 4), also yields a substantial reduction but occasionally falls behind significantly, e.g., for Conveyor and $n = 5391$, the fault tolerant processor and the production cell model. However, if combined with AOPT the overall results match with the one of ACOMB for almost all cases. Symbol $(*)$ in rows of Table 2 indicate where the total effect of ACOMB, i.e., the sum of values in columns 4 and 5, do not give the maximal reduction as obtained by AOPT (column 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>AOPT</th>
<th>AFCFS</th>
<th>ACOMB</th>
<th>ASTACK</th>
<th>AOPT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\bullet$ 5000</td>
<td>4938</td>
<td>4938</td>
<td>4860</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>9966</td>
<td>9966</td>
<td>9912</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bullet$ 1000</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>9720</td>
<td>9720</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>7776</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160029</td>
<td>159894</td>
<td>159894</td>
<td>42120</td>
<td>117774</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bullet$ 6721</td>
<td>6721</td>
<td>66441</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bullet$ 6140</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Möbius: Server</td>
<td>5473</td>
<td>5466</td>
<td>5462</td>
<td>5252</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bullet$ 583880</td>
<td>583410</td>
<td>583186</td>
<td>500504</td>
<td>82878</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1170380</td>
<td>1169570</td>
<td>1169114</td>
<td>1001110</td>
<td>168428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Möbius: Fault Tolerant Processor</td>
<td>4368</td>
<td>4352</td>
<td>4345</td>
<td>2687</td>
<td>1665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20961</td>
<td>20952</td>
<td>20952</td>
<td>16167</td>
<td>4785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Möbius: Conveyor System</td>
<td>5391</td>
<td>5361</td>
<td>5334</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>3487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bullet$ 20160</td>
<td>20084</td>
<td>20048</td>
<td>19805</td>
<td>252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Möbius: Database System</td>
<td>4732</td>
<td>4732</td>
<td>4732</td>
<td>4698</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19974</td>
<td>19974</td>
<td>19974</td>
<td>19926</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2**

Reduction achieved for examples
Note that those differences are in fact small. We observe that differences vary for the same model across traces of different lengths. In order to see if differences in the reduction capability depend on the selection of $|\sigma| = n$ we compare solutions for any prefix of a trace. Table 3 lists the maximum and average difference in length (rounded to two digits) between $|\sigma_i^+|$ for $i = 0, \ldots, n$ as computed by AOPT, ASTACK and AFCFS. For example, the entry in row Courier and column AFCFS-max is $66 = \max\{|\text{red}(\sigma_i, C')| - p_\sigma(i)|0 \leq i \leq n\}$ where $C'$ is the set of cycles removed from $\sigma_i$ by algorithm AFCFS. The minimal difference is always 0 (at $\sigma_0$). Small values indicate a good approximation. We also measured the standard deviation, for AFCFS (ASTACK), it ranges between 0 (2.05) for Store and 73.97 (2396.89) for Production cell. The experimental results indicate that AFCFS performs consistently better than ASTACK for all examples with respect to the approximation error measured as max, mean, and standard deviation of the difference to the result of AOPT.

### Table 3

Comparison of computation times. The time complexity of all considered algorithms is linear in the length of $\sigma$, however this may imply significant differences in practice. In this section, we report on computation times measured on a Pentium PC running Linux with 2 CPUs (3.4GHz), 2MB cache and 2GB main memory. All times given are wall clock times in seconds.

We assume that the main characteristics that influence the performance are $|\sigma|$, $|C|$ and the size of the state descriptor. $|C|$ influences the effort necessary to perform calculations and reductions, so we consider two artificial and extreme scenarios in this respect: one that has no cycles and one that has a very regular structure with many cycles. The size of the state description influences the cost of memory management, instantiation of state objects, comparisons among states, evaluations of hash functions and so forth. The first two scenarios are extremely lightweight on state descriptors, so we consider a third scenario with the Production cell model that is particularly heavy with its state representation and that also has a substantial set of cycles to make reductions happen. Finally, we report results for the Server model as our fourth scenario since it contains many cycles and an error. We do not provide detailed results for the other models of Table 2 since all other traces mainly resulted in insignificant computation times of less than a second.

The first scenario considers traces with no cycles. We generated a trace $\sigma$ with a single state variable that is successively incremented so $s_i = i, 0 \leq i \leq n$. So the space needed to represent a state and the cost involved to compare states or to compute a hash function is minimal. All algorithms but ACOMP performed in less than 1 s for traces $|\sigma| \leq 600,000$, ACOMP used 3.9 s for $|\sigma| = 600,000$. Note that this is also a worst case scenario for ASTACK, since values are increasing.

For the second scenario, we consider a trace that has a large number of simple cycles to detect and to remove such that $\sigma^* = s_0$. We generated $\sigma$ with a single state variable and produced an alternating sequence of values $0, 1, 2, \ldots, 8, 9, 8, \ldots, 2, 1, 0, 1, 2, \ldots$. All algorithms performed within 1 s for $|\sigma| \leq 180,000$. For much higher values, e.g., for $|\sigma| = 540,000$, AFCFS performed best with 0.95 s, ASTACK and ACOMP both with about 1.3 s, and AOPT with 3.09 s. Although AOPT was slower by a factor of 3-4 times, we do not want to overemphasize the effect due to the small nominal values.

Table 4 gives the wall clock time observed for the Production cell and server examples.

### Table 4

For the third scenario, where the state descriptor is heavy – the Production cell model has 231 variables – the computation times indicate that ASTACK is faster than AFCFS and both are faster than AOPT. The combined algorithm ACOMP does not pay off timewise.

Finally, for the Server model, we see large differences. For $n = 583880$, we observe that AOPT is about four times slower than AFCFS, however ASTACK dramatically falls back. Profiling ASTACK reveals that the on-the-fly reduction with iterators is particularly time consuming. Furthermore, many of the cycles that are removed are in fact nested and covered by cycles detected at a later point in time. An alternative version of ASTACK with a post reduction that generates a new reduced trace $\sigma'$ after completely scanning $\sigma$ takes only 1.89 seconds for $n = 583,880$ (9.98 seconds for $n = 1,170,380$), which also takes advantage of the fact that only few states need to be copied to generate $\sigma'$. We denote this to show the strong impact of implementation decisions that may distort conclusions.

Across all four scenarios, we recognize that all variants of the algorithms perform in the range of a few seconds.
for traces with a length in the order of $10^5$. This is also consistent with results observed for other members of our set of examples.

**Comparison of memory requirements.** To compare algorithms memory wise, let us recall that AOPT uses four integer arrays of length $n$, a hash map that contains as many entries as there are different states in $\sigma$ and a set with tuples to represent $C'$. The number of tuples in $C'$ is limited to $0.5n$, so given that the tuples have length 2, the total space for $C'$ is in the order of $n$. AFCFS mainly uses a hash map with states as entries and a representation of $C'$ like AOPT. The key difference is that the hash map contains only elements of the on-the-fly reduced $\sigma'$ which can be much less than AOPT and due to the proximity of observed results for AOPT and AFCFS we can expect the number of elements in the AFCFS hash map to be approximately that of $n$. ASTACK uses $C'$ like the other algorithms and a stack with states as entries. The stack height depends on the longest subsequence of monotonously growing states in the trace and with respect to the selected order. The combined algorithm ACOMB matches with the space used by ASTACK for its first phase but then applies AOPT on a usually much smaller trace, so its overall space requirements have those of ASTACK and AOPT as an upper bound. We recognize that the number of elements in the hash map (stack) is the interesting characteristics of AOPT and AFCFS (ASTACK) computations that deserve an experimental evaluation. The pathological examples for scenario I with no cycles and II with many trivial cycles perform as expected, e.g., for scenario II all algorithms store the 10 different states that occur in the trace. For other examples, Table 5 shows that algorithms significantly differ. While values for AOPT grow with $n$, AFCFS is able to retain much lower values and those do not necessarily grow with $n$. ASTACK manages to retain values smaller than 100 for correct models, only models that contain an error like the Server and the Store models enforce larger values. The combined approach profits from the preprocessing with ASTACK only for certain configurations.

### 7 Working with Plots of $p_\sigma$

In this section, we discuss how plots of $p_\sigma$ can shed light on what happens in a trace. From experiences with a number of examples, we recognize four distinct patterns: oscillations, a straight line, a step function, and convergence.

**The case of continuing oscillations.** Figure 10 shows an example of this case. We observe an initial linear increase followed by a phase of oscillations without a trend to grow. A linear regression function for that sequence of values shows a slope close to zero. We interpret this as follows: the simulator runs through an initial, transient warm up phase, then proceeds in a normal range of operation and occasionally returns to previously visited states. Note that same values of progress do not imply equality of states, but only equal distance from the initial state. Oscillations do not indicate an error, we may use them to also check for a position of a truncation point of the warm up phase that is usually taken into account for steady state performance evaluations. The case of oscillations is considered to be the behavior of a correct model; it gives an indication of the depth of the state space as it is explored. Given that we observe only a finite prefix of a potentially infinite behavior, the principal limit is that we do not gain any knowledge on the possible future behavior. For example, the considered trace may be too short to observe any erroneous behavior.

![Fig. 10. Oscillations as seen for a submodel of the Courier protocol model](image)

**The case of a straight line.** Figure 11 shows an example of this case. We see an almost linear trend to grow and the slope of a linear regression function is close to one. We see that the simulator runs and assigns values to state variables such that no cycles show up or cycles are not sufficient to give a substantial reduction. We observed this pattern for a variety of causes: 1) state
variables that are used to count the number of occurrences; i.e., state variables are used as reward variables or act as some sort of logging mechanism to track behavior, 2) faulty irregular changes to state variables that are not taken back and that happen frequently, 3) overload situations in open systems, where the workload is too high for the available resources and state variables track growing queues of waiting jobs, 4) a partial deadlock for resource allocation in open systems where new jobs frequently arrive in a steady stream but the throughput breaks down and queues increase, and 5) the straight line that is always present in the initial phase of a plot of $p_\sigma$, so the chosen length of the observed trace requires appropriate consideration to avoid misunderstandings.

In situations 1-4, we can apply the same concept to individual state variables and subsets of state variables to track down which variables cause the overall behavior. This decomposition is possible because the overall case of oscillations results from a logical AND of all projections contributing oscillations. If one projection does not show repetitions, the overall trace cannot do so accordingly. For a straight line to be observed, at least one submodel or variable will show the same pattern.

The case of a step function. Figures 3 and 12 show examples of this case for traces of the Server model. We observe a step function with a phase of oscillations in each step. A linear regression function may show a marginal or significant slope which depends on the frequency of steps in the step function. We can interpret this as follows: the simulator runs in an operational phase with oscillations and occasionally performs singular changes to state variables that are never taken back to previous values in the observed simulation run and which makes a step to the next level in the plot. Causes that we observed for this behavior include 1) rare events that are logged by state variables, 2) rare events that cause erroneous behavior as in the server model, and 3) a lengthy initial warm up phase. This pattern suggests to check the event number or simulation time when a switch to next step occurs and check those events for correctness. One can truncate the trace after a step and apply the reduction operation to evaluate the reduced trace to check what causes the state changes.

Decomposition can be applied as well. Note that a step function may look like a straight line if the frequency of steps is high enough with respect to $|\sigma|$.

The case of convergence. This case describes a plot where $p_\sigma$ converges to a constant function after an initial phase with a straight line, a step function or oscillations. We observed this case for models where the simulator performs events but the state description does not change, for example, if the reported state description abstracts from details in a model or if the considered state is a projection of the full state as in the decomposition approach described below. Obviously this case asks for a closer look why states do not change. Any state in the constant phase and events that lead to it are of interest here. One can truncate the trace where the constant phase begins and perform a trace reduction to investigate how that phase is reached. For example, the trace of the Store model shown in Fig. 13 shows this pattern if one projects on certain submodels like the Storage Area. The trace reveals a partial deadlock in an open system, where access to certain resources is blocked and new entities frequently enter the system and keep the simulation going.

Decomposition and projections. If the state descriptor contains several state variables, then we can consider projections on any subset of state variables for $\sigma$ and decompose the observed behavior. We illustrate the approach with the help of the Store model where we consider only state variables of a submodel Storage Area.
If we take a trace $\sigma$ and derive a new trace $\sigma'$ by projecting each state $s_i$ to only those values that belong to a particular submodel like the Storage Area, then we can compute $p_{\sigma'}$ for $\sigma'$, which is shown in Fig. 13. Since not all events change the state of Storage Area, we observe stuttering steps, i.e., cycles of length 1, which makes $p_{\sigma'}$ constant between those events that do change the state. There are cases, where the dynamics of a submodel dies out and the plot becomes a constant function after an initial phase. If this is the case, then the plot for the overall model can still be any of the cases discussed above. For example, while the plot for $p_{\sigma}$ of Storage Area becomes constant, the overall model shows as pattern as in Fig. 11. If at least one submodel gives a straight line for $p_{\sigma'}$, then the overall plot has to do so as well, which in turn suggests to follow a divide and conquer approach and check the plots of submodels if the trace of the overall model shows a straight line.

In summary, plots of $p_{\sigma}$ provide us with a simple visual technique to recognize if a trace shows an irregular behavior and that gives guidance for where to search for its cause.

8 Conclusion

We propose a technique that identifies and removes cycles from a simulation trace. The separation of progressive from cyclic and repetitive fragments of a trace helps to identify errors in simulation models, in particular for dependability models that are composed of submodels that have a cyclic behavior. The proposed exact reduction algorithm has linear time and space complexity and achieves a maximal reduction for a given trace. Additional approximate algorithms are discussed that save on memory requirements. All techniques have been implemented in Traviando [11], a software tool for trace visualization and analysis, and have been evaluated on a range of example models.
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